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Embroiderers love Aimee Ray's "Doodling" collectionsâ€”and this one-stop resource contains 300 of

her most popular motifs, including nearly 30 entirely new designs. Just tear out the perforated

pages, iron the reusable patterns onto fabric, grab a needle and thread, and start stitching animals,

flowers, letters, balloons, embellishments, and more! There's no tracing or photocopying required,

and a handy, sealable envelope stores the motifs for future applications. It's quick, easy, and fun to

do.
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I bought these to kickstart an embroidery sampler journal for practicing embroidery and crewel

stitches. There is a nice selection here, though I wish there was more variety in the designs (most of

them are of the "cute" variety, such as small motifs to embroider on children's clothing or little zakka

projects). There is a good section on florals, which is what I'll use the most. I have this author's

books and she's my favorite doodler; in this book, she makes some good suggestions about

working the patterns different ways, such as filling in areas versus just outlining with the backstitch,

using a chainstitch instead of just outlining, etc. (the book cover gives a good view of this). I wish

someone would put out a book with classy iron-on transfers with small motifs geared to all the

stitches used in embroidery and crewel for an embroidery/crewel practice primer of sorts. It would

save so much time for those of us who work full-time. Maybe I'll start saving motifs as I come across



them and pursue that journey at some point.

This is a really useful book.Â Doodle Stitching Transfer PackÂ I have the initial book and disc of the

same nameÂ Doodle Stitching: The Motif Collection: 400+ Easy Embroidery Designs. I love the

designs so much that I was thrilled when this companion book came out. It is filled with the same

designs as the original Doodle Stitching Book, however those you had to print, trace and transfer

using parchment or another method involving several steps.This transfer pack book is much more

practical and time-saving as it allows you to just cut the images out and iron them directly onto your

fabric. They can be used multiple times and there is a nice big pocket in the back for storing the

cut-outs once they have been used. I have been using this book for about six months now and

coudn't be happier with it.Many of the transfers I have used in excess of five times now, and they

are still going strong. The designs are nice and big and there are certainly plenty to choose from.

This is one of my favorite books to use for embroidering flour sack towels as gifts. With so many

different categories of designs I am able to find something that suits just about everyone. If you

have any questions leave them in the comments and I will get back to you.

I loved the original book and I used many patterns for t shirts. The transfew book makes the copying

of these super cute patterns that much easier. The patterns are all the ones features in the original

Doodle stiching and more...there are more sizes, more combinations and more designs. You might

wonder why to get this book in place of the origina. The original really gives many,many ideas about

how to combine the patterns into various vignettes that are fresh. The pattern book gives you each

design separately, without the combined looks in the original book. Personally, I use them both

together. I've gotten huge compliments on the shirts I have done with these book, and I recommend

them highly. If this review helped you, please click "YES" below. this is a full price paid review.

I love this book. The designs are very easy to transfer. I do wish that there the designs came in a

few different sizes. I would rather have less designs but more sizes. The drawings are super cute

though so I will still definitely use them.

This book was a gift for my Mom who at 88 is still an avid needlework lover. She absolutely loves

this book, and within days she had easily used a transfer and was embroidering. The designs are

somewhat different from other transfers and books, and are exactly what she wanted.



These are ok, but not as cute as I was expecting. The pages tear very easily at the spiral and are

difficult to turn. Glad I only paid $9.24.

Beautiful. Great shape. 1transfer page had a small tear but luckily it did not go into the design. I plan

to use the a few of the floral designs for Napkins I bought on .

This book has quite a variety of motifs for beginners and experienced stitchers. It includes a pocket

in case you want to cut out the pattern transfers.
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